Glossary

amputee noun [countable]
someone who has had a part of their body amputated

behaviour noun [uncountable] ★★★
the way that someone behaves
Anna was sick of her brother’s behaviour.
Injury to the brain often produces changes in behaviour.
observations of animal behaviour
governments seeking to influence voter behaviour

climber noun [countable]
someone who takes part in the activity of climbing

cloud verb [transitive] ★★★
to affect your thinking in a way that makes you likely to make a bad decision or forget something

frostbite noun [uncountable]
a medical condition in which cold weather seriously damages your fingers, toes, ears, or nose

judgement noun ★★
an opinion that you have after thinking carefully about something

Mount Everest
the highest mountain in the world, in the range of mountains called the Himalayas on the north-east border of Nepal. It is often simply called Everest

the Paralympics
an international sports event for people with physical disabilities that takes place every four years

silver medal noun [countable]
a round flat metal object given as a prize for being second in a competition

snowstorm noun [countable]
a storm with a lot of snow and strong winds